A Note from
Cate Morrison

Place Vanier‘s Residence Life
Manager
Personally, I watched a lot of hockey over the holiday
break and plan to watch a lot more in Term 2. I LOVE
hockey. I have loved the Vancouver Canucks as long
as I can remember. I got my first jersey for my eleventh birthday and I still wear it from time to time (it‘s
a little snug now). Linden is my all-time favourite Canuck and I despised Sopel as a Canuck more than any
other. I know many of you were only about two at
the time, but I was not and I remember waving a
towel in the streets during the Canucks ‘94 Stanley
Cup run. I was in a Totem Park floor lounge with
about 40 other residents when Morrison finally scored
a goal after three periods of overtime to continue the
Canucks playoff run against the Flames in 2004.

Happy New Year Vanier!
Welcome back to Vanier or Welcome to Vanier! I hope you all had
a wonderful holiday season. Term
two is in full swing and hopefully
it’s a great term for all of you.

all of you, the residents. You may not agree with all
the rules in residence, just as you may not agree with
some rules in the NHL, but they all have reason and
purpose…and because you don‘t believe they are justified, you are not immune to that rule or the consequence of breaking that rule. The consequence is not
a reflection of the player, but rather the decision to
make a play that broke the rule.

Luckily, we are not completely aligned to hockey.
Our sanctions for breaking the rules are not intended
to punish you as a penalty is intended to punish the
team. Our sanctions are in place to hold individuals
accountable and help one learn that there are consequences for poor decisions. Furthermore, if one is
What am I getting at here? Hockey has the ability to injured or not performing, we do not trade him/her or
create very vivid memories. It‘s the excitement and a send someone down to the minors (could you imagsense of pride. It is the euphoric feeling that you get ine going back to high school now?!). Instead, everywhen your team scores and the disappointment when one in Vanier is here to help you succeed. The Resiyour team slacks off and doesn‘t play with the heart
dence Life staff is here to guide and support you.
you know they have.
Lastly, if you think there‘s an unfair call, you have the
opportunity to talk about the play before the final deWhile a bit of a stretch, Residence and hockey are
cision is made. Unfortunately, there is no instant revery similar in that sense. Many students feel a con- play here.
nection with Vanier. It‘s not all about the venue; it‘s
about the people…just as hockey is about the players Like hockey, life in residence will create vivid memoand the team. It‘s the culture of Vanier that makes it ries for you. You will remember the highs and lows,
what it is and what you love. As a result, each and
the victories and the defeats. And like hockey, the
every one of you has a responsibility to create pride
more heart you play with, the better player you bein Vanier. Floors and houses in Vanier stick together; come.
you celebrate the victories together and support each
other through the tough times.
That is it for me! Please stop by my office in the
Commonsblock anytime and let me know if you think
The NHL has rules, just as residence has a set of
of any other similarities.
rules – the Residence Contract. If you don‘t play by
the rules, there are penalties. The more serious of an All the best,
infraction, the more serious the consequence. The
rules are in place to protect the players of the game: Cate
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PVRA
HUB
Dear Vanier:

dinner at the Vanier dining hall. We should
be easy to spot. See the loudest and most
Remember stuffing yourselves with obnoxious group in the middle of the Caf?
slices of deliciousness and then playing half a
Those are the RAs.
day‘s worth of kindergarten games? Remem- We‘re the civilised, better looking ones next
ber trekking out with the rest of Vanier on
to them. (Editor‘s note: We beg to differ!)
(K)night buses to catch the midnight showing
Planned for you this term are wonof Harry Potter 7? Remember dancing your
derfully wonderful and awesomely awesome
sanity out in the pouring rain and then again things such as Intimacy Week, a Stoplight
in the steaminess of Jungle Fever?…maybe
dance, and to cap the year off: a dance with
you didn‘t remember that last one – but we
Totem Park – because apparently they think
sure did.
they can party harder than us. More details
What we‘re really trying to get at
closer to the date will come, so keep an eye
here is that we love being your Residence
out for them. As for now, here‘s some fun
Council. And we certainly hope you, at the
information about how you can get involved
very least, enjoy the presence of us too. If
in throwing some of your own events via the
there is anything you think we can do for
Residence Initiative Fund and the upcomyou, please, don‘t hesitate to email us at
ing House Weeks.
pvra.execs@gmail.com. Alternatively you can
talk to your House President, or join us for
-Wilson Wong, PVRA Treasurer

Remember the house spirit each
house brought to the field during Vanier
Olympics? Well it‘s time to re-live that spirit
and competitiveness among Vanier because
it‘s time for… HOUSE WEEKS!! What are
house weeks? It‘s a week where your House
President and House Council plan a whole
week of exciting events for you to come and
enjoy! These events can either be exclusive
to just you and your house or they can be
Vanier wide where you get to participate and
enjoy a range of activities with friends from
other houses. Events can range from karaoke night to bake night. This year, house
presidents have been super secretive with
what they‘ve planned for their houses, so be
on the lookout for some rather unique

events! Lastly, you can get involved – volunteers and their assistance is always appreciated so ask your house president or floor rep
and learn more about how you can get involved during your house week.
FYI, current house weeks schedule:

Hello everyone! I hope you all had
a fantastic first semester and winter break.
One of the things the PVRA wants to see
more of in second semester is the use of the
Resident‘s Initiative Fund (RIF)!
What is the RIF? It is a fund dedicated to financially support residents who
have an idea to run a project within Vanier.
Many of you have probably seen your fellow
residents using this fund for their events.
Mike Kenyon and his band held a concert in
the Vanier Ballroom a few months ago with
the help of the RIF to great success. As well,

the RIF funded the amazing magician and
illusionist Henry Walker who performed literally mind blowing tricks in his show, the

TEC: Jan 17th-23rd
Mawder: Jan 30th-Feb 3rd
MackRoss: Jan 31st-Feb 4th
RobKoot: Feb 21st-27th
KU: Mar 1st-7th
BooOk: Mar 7th-13th
TweedSL: Mar 13th- 20th
-Tanya Parchani, Hamber President

Mens Ianua.

If you, as a resident, have any
ideas for events you want to run, and need
to be financially supported, approach any of
the PVRA members or email
pvra.execs@gmail.com. Hope to see your
ideas turn into events!
-Phil Gym, Cariboo President
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By Derek Graebel, Robson
Advisor
Welcome to the year 2011. Many
are now embarking on their second
term of their first year at UBC. First
term marks are in, classes are in full
swing, and choices made in the next
few months are paramount to
whether one's future is a success or
a failure. Did that statement frighten you? It
should, because it is a
very common misconception that tends to catch
many in its trap. Let's
take a deep breath and
back up a few steps.
I entered the faculty of science
in my first year, excited for a new
beginning. I worked my way
through the year and followed the
logical progression to second year.
It wasn't until the end of my second
term of second year that I realized

the theoretical nature of science
wasn't making me "tick", and I
made the switch to Biomedical Engineering. I discovered that with Engineering, I could take an applied approach to the topics that interest
me. I am currently immersed in cutting edge healthcare technologies
like 3D ultrasound and couldn't be
more satisfied. Had I not made that

choice, I'd still be unhappily plugging my way through science.
Moral of the story? It's essential
to take an active role in your educational pursuits. If a particular program interests you, seek out an upper-year student in that program
and have a chat about it. Many

By Sam Jandl, Tec Advisor
It may seem too soon to start thinking about next
year. I mean, you still have another round of exams to
think about.
Unfortunately, that‘s exactly what you have to start
thinking about, because application deadlines are fast
approaching. So, here‘s a breakdown of just a few of the
things you could be involved with next year, and when
you need to apply by.
Peer Programs: There are many different programs to
choose from based on your interests and faculty. The
programs allow you to work with student development
staff to improve student life. The deadline was Jan. 31,
but they often take late applications.
http://peerprograms.ubc.ca
UBC REC: Work as an Assistant Director for anything
from Ultimate, Futsal, or events such as Storm the Wall.
Deadline in March.
http://www.rec.ubc.ca
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choose programs for the wrong reasons, perhaps because of aspirations
towards a post-grad program or the
illusion of prestige. What many overlook is the fact that they will actually
be studying said topic for several
years. My recommendation is to
make sure the passion is there; remove all other factors and make
your decision based on this. If one
can seek out a field of
study that makes them
"tick", everything else
falls into place. There are
plenty of resources on
campus, such as academic advisors, that can
help you sift through the options.
Above all else, don't forget that no
choice is permanent. Program and
faculty switches are common as we
learn more about ourselves and find
our happy places. I wish you all the
best with your choices and pursuits,
and I'll end with a cliché: "Don't be
afraid to break the mold."

Your Undergrad Society: Plan your faculty week, frosh
and other fun events. Spring election nominations will
take place sometime from the end of February to early
March, depending on your faculty.
PVRA: Run in the PVRA elections to be a house president, or one of the executives on house council. Elections will be in March. Talk to your house president for
more information.
Trek Program: Volunteer for a term in a school or community outreach program for a couple hours a week.
Applications open in August for first term placements.
http://www.learningexchange.ubc.ca/trek-program/
While you may feel overwhelmed by all the options, getting involved is an important part of campus life. It will
help you make connections, and build your resume for
after you graduate.
For more opportunities, talk to your advisor, or check
out this website:
http://www.involvement.ubc.ca/get-involved/
involvement-opportunities
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By Devin Bissessur, KU Advisor
It is common knowledge that the tensions between
the United States and Cuba have strained during the
past decades. There have been momentous and difficult
events between both countries, but Cuba has introduced
a new initiative to inhibit the U.S. way of life; mail.
The Cubans have announced on January 21st 2011
that no Cuban mail will be received from the U.S., or to
be passed through to the States. The Cubans have
claimed that attempted bomb packages from Yemen
were reasons for the mail stoppage. During the past 5
years, there have been numerous instances where packages from the Middle East, including Yemen, have contained explosives which were destined for the United
States. Cuban officials stated that the risk to Cuban lives
was too high and that mail service must cease in order

to protect citizens. The increased security cost to review
the packages, as well as the presenting a safe atmosphere to tourists and visitors were the reasons stated for
Cuba refusing to be a medium of transport to America.
During the George W. Bush presidency, the diplomacy of Cuba and the U.S. had become more strained
than ever before. The Bush administration focused primarily on the Middle East, neglecting the relationships
with South America. The Obama Administration has
been aggressively trying to mend relationships by having
more than normal visits to Cuba, Brazil and Peru. The
ties to Cuba had apparently been mended, until this recent act by the Cuban government.
The Cuban President, Raul Castro, has not publically
announced any comment about the incident. In an interview in March of 2009, Castro stated ―The American
people are among our closest neighbours. We should
respect each other. We have never held anything
against the American people. Good relations would be
mutually advantageous. Perhaps we cannot solve all of
our problems, but we can solve a good many of them.‖

For the week of February 7: How To Help A Friend
Have you ever had a friend who you wanted to help but didn‘t know how? It is
hard to watch a friend struggle with life. And you might just know someone who
is struggling; In a UBC health survey 44% of students stated stress affected their
academics and 21% of students stated depression and anxiety affected their academics. Or what about that friend who is sad after a break-up? Come by to see
one of the Nurses On Campus to learn how to help a friend.
For the week of February 21: Men‘s Health
Guys, what should you be doing to ensure you remain healthy? What are health issues you should be aware of? Did
you know that in the USA, since 2000, 78.2% of spinal cord injuries have occurred among males (available from http://
rickhansenregistry.org/sites/rickhansenregistry/files/SCI_Facts_and_Stats_2005.pdf )? Did you know that men are almost as likely as women to suffer from mental health disorders (available from http://www.cmha.ca/bins/
content_page.asp?cid=3-726)? Come by to see one of the Nurses On Campus to learn what you should be doing to
help ensure you live a long and healthy life. And women, come by to learn what the men (brothers, fathers, husbands
and friends) in your life should be aware of.
For the week of February 28: Women‘s Health
Did you know…?
-Women should start having regular Pap tests when they have had
penetrative sex? A Pap test checks for abnormal cells on the cervix that
can become cancerous if left untreated. This is commonly caused by a
persistent infection with Human Papilloma Virus (HPV).
-There is a vaccine that can help prevent HPV infection.
For information about the vaccine see www.hpvinfo.ca

To find out more information about
women‘s health please stop by to see one
of the Nurses On Campus. Men, come on
by to learn what the women in your life
should know to live a long healthy life!
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Mawdsley Basement and 1st Floor Advisor

―Do what you want; not what you can.‖ One month ago, I did not have an inkling of
what that meant. I left high school with top honours in the sciences. My confidence in
the field paired with the looming social pressures to become a doctor landed me squarely
in the Faculty of Science. The goal was to attain the highest marks and complete the most
impressive program like any ―good Chinese boy‖ would.
I cruised happily through my first two years at UBC, completely unaware of what
was about to hit. Third year came around and I had been accepted into the competitive Pharmacology program. My peers were great, instructors supportive and labs unique, but in the
words of Katy Perry in her song Not Like the Movies, ―it didn‘t fit, it wasn‘t right.‖
The entirety of my first term was spent trying to figure out what was wrong, and finally
during the winter break, it hit me. My sheer unhappiness was due to the lack of an end goal;
the lack of knowing what I wanted. I only knew what others wanted and expected of me, and
although that made me content for the majority of my life, it no longer sufficed.
With that in mind, I left the Faculty of Science. Having
begun university at the age of seventeen,
“It meant so much starting first-year Engineering at twenty
more to know that years old with five W‘s on my transcript
I wouldn’t be leav- was far out of my comfort zone... but for
the first time since I came to UBC, it felt
ing my underright. It meant so much more to know that
graduate educa- I wouldn‘t be leaving my undergraduate
tion with just a education with just a glorified piece of paglorified piece of per.
So what am I trying to say? Do
paper.”
what you want, not what you can. This
is not to say you should abandon your talents or turn your life
upside-down to pursue some wild dream. Instead, take some
time to reflect on what you are hoping to achieve with your
university education. Let your passions and successes guide
you to discover what you want to gain. Perhaps this means
partaking in an extracurricular activity or taking a minor in a
field you have interests in. Or maybe you will discover that you
are exactly where you want to be. Even the smallest of
changes can add up to a big thing. Applied science is not all
that far off from regular science
and the ―good Chinese way,‖ but
it certainly is a change, and for
me, that has made all the difference.
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Do What You Want,
Not What You Can

If you have any questions about
changing faculties or about what
I discussed in this article, please
don‘t hesitate to contact me.
PS: Yes, I did quote Katy Perry.
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Co-op or No Co-op?
That is the QUESTION...

Okanagan Basement and 1st Floor Advisor
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Most students who are enrolled in programs that offer a Co-op option wonder whether they should apply for it
or not. During second semester of my first year, all the way through to the first month of second year, I was
contemplating the idea and thinking about the pros and cons of doing Co-op.
The main ―disadvantage‖ that discourages most students from enrolling in Co-op is the fact that their
graduation will be delayed by a year. I thought the same thing when I was considering Co-op. I didn‘t really want
to spend an extra year in university, and spend all my summers working. But then I decided to apply for it, and see
if I would find it worthy to stay in the program all the way through.
Eventually, I did apply, and was admitted into the program. After spending a few months writing cover letters and submitting applications, I ended up getting an eight-month job placement in Toronto.
After spending a few months on the job, I started to realize the irreplaceable values of Co-op. Being an Engineering student, I realized how different the work environment is from the classroom or lab environment. Real-world
problems can be a lot more challenging and convoluted than the ones we solve in class. This may sound discouraging
to some people, but the truth is that the more challenging problems we face, the more prepared we will be to solve
even more challenging ones. And we always learn more from challenging work. After my third month on the job, I
was confident that I had acquired more relevant knowledge in three months
of work than I had in two years of university.
Another great advantage of doing Co-op is that it gives students the
opportunity to experience different industries and fields that lie within their
major. Once students graduate, they lose much
“..One gets to
of the flexibility of switching jobs and moving
around between different employers. So Co-op
spend more
is really the only chance students have at extime enjoying
ploring different jobs and finding out what they
the dynamic
enjoy the most.
lifestyle of a
Moreover, having Co-op experience on
university stuyour resume certainly sets you apart for job
applications you make after graduation. If there
dent.”
are 100 people applying for a certain job, and
ten of them have some sort of relevant work
experience, then those ten will most likely be preferred
over the other 90. In addition to that, those who perform well during their Co-op work term may be offered
a full-time, permanent position with their Co-op employer.
Finally, one more important lesson I learned
from working is how much more exciting student life is
compared to the life of a worker. Working gets a bit
monotonous after a while. On the other hand, the lifestyle of a student is very dynamic and changes all the
time. So in the end, the fact that Co-op delays one‘s
graduation by a year may actually be another advantage, since one gets to spend more time enjoying the
dynamic lifestyle of a university student.
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of us out there now)
still exists. But I digress.
The meta forces us to
exclude our celebrities,
gossip, possessions,
friends, and family from all
thought, leaving us isolated
and bare before our very
own eyes. And when you get
to this point, we all start to
look at the bad in ourselves.
Then, almost parallel to the
stages of grief, we deny our
faults, get angry with ourselves for
shattering our positive self-allusions,
justify our flaws as ―normal‖ (they
really are, for the most part. I am
glossing over psychopathologies),
then beat ourselves up because we
ultimately hold ourselves accountable
for the wrong in our lives. However,
we have trouble getting to the acceptance stage, because it means admitting that we are imperfect, yet stable.

t of
Poin

Please, read the rest of this not as
you would normally, dismissing the
parts that do not apply to you, because they do. Rather, entertain the
notion of the higher level you are
about to meet.
My first encounter with the
Sherwood Lett Basement and 1st
inside
of
my head occurred during my
Floor Advisor
junior year of high school (that‘s
Eighties pop references aside (if you grade 11), though at the time I could
not have been more oblivious to the
got it, plus 5 friendship points!), I
would like to steal your attention for a mind-boggling philosophical construct
few minutes, and take you inside your with which I was dealing, so I was
own head. As you will hopefully real- miserable. Charlotte Meuwissen, the
impetus of this path to enlightenize, it is a place that deserves much
more attention than many of us give ment, explained on the first day of
my introduction that: ―humans must
it, and very well could be the key to
learn to be reflective creatures‖. I
―unlocking our true potential as huimmediately, albeit internally, scoffed
mans‖ (whatever that means).
at this remark,
boasting to
“The saving grace myself that
I had been
of the inside of reflecting
your head is that for years.
it is always acces- My biggest
regret is
sible, and proclinging to
vides limitless
this idea
opportunities for for the next
self-exploration…” three
months,
not internalizing the
―higher plane of
thinking‖ shoved in
my ears. And this is
where our journey
begins together.
I have come
to realize that people fear the ―meta‖,
because it lies in a
realm entirely incommunicable to
others. This of
course assumes that
perception varies on
an individual basis,
and original thought
(or at least multiple
independent sources
of an original
thought, since there
are eighteen billion

But wait, Jonathan, obviously
that doesn‘t work! If you‘re imperfect,
you can‘t be stable! Only when you
fix the imperfect do you stabilize
yourself!
And this is the nugget of humanity I want to destroy. Literally
since the dawn of civilization Homo
sapiens shifted paradigms. To misquote Mr. John F. Kennedy, we
started asking what our country could
do for us, not what we could do for
our country. Nature became man‘s
tool, rather than its landscape, and so
we assume forces outside of us are
inherently imperfect, though modifiable. I would also like to mention the
cliché ―don‘t look back!‖ and dispel it
entirely. When one is told to live with
no regrets, not to dwell on the past,
and to just keep swimming (there‘s
an easy reference for you), the advice
often arrives in order to lift that person up from a ―downtime‖, but to
pick it apart at the meta level reveals
a horrifying act of mental selfcensorship. By only looking forward,
we ignore our own memories, and cut

VIEW

off any possibility for
analysis. Of course, one
can over-analyze, but that
depends entirely on the
severity of the tragedy, and
the context of the recovery.
Without analysis, however,
we only complete one half of
our recovery. While our actions
speak for themselves, and inform us as to what went wrong (I
never spent enough time with her,
he was always more interested in
his friends, it was his time after all),
we tend to ignore the other, arguably
(by me) more important aspect of
recovery, which is self-adaptation to
our new life. Think pre-prehistoric for
a minute, and rather than building a
hut and planting your crops at your
will, find a nice cave to settle for the
night, and follow the freshest fruit.
nately, 850 words on metaphysics (to
To bring this metaphor (did you just this point) is hardly a proper introget chills reading that word and fiduction to yourself, and even when
nally understanding what the first
the light is on, all you really see is
four letters entailed? I know I did)
more switches, asking to be flipped.
down to a literal level, I argue that
Not entirely different from sitting in
because of the immense luxury we
the middle of an (infinitely large) onhave in our world, we should look at ion, peeling layers outwards, higher
our downfalls, and embrace them as planes of thought expand with each
a part of our changing life, rather
new plane/layer and reveal more to
than dismissing
think about. A fun
them as a lapse in
“Without analysis, how- first step, though,
judgment…
ever, we only complete is to look at the
One of my
one half of our recovery. anything and evegreatest fascinarything you do, and
While our actions speak consciously comtions is human befor themselves, and in- ment on it interhaviour, so please
allow me a metaform us as to what went nally. Why did you
physical indulgence wrong...we tend to ignore say what you did?
at this moment: if
Why the blue pill?
the other, arguably (by Why pizza over
you ever disagree
me) more important as- beer (if you can
with a comment I
pect of recovery, which is answer this one,
have made thus
far, or find yourself self-adaptation to our new contact an econothinking, ―this is so
mist immediately)?
not me!‖ refer to
To repeat myself
the first paragraph, and re-examine it repeating an ex-teacher, thinking in
in the higher plane I failed to see for the metaphysical level requires eftwo and a half years. When I finally
fort; we do not naturally stumble
turned the light on inside my head, I upon reflection, nor does insight mibegan to play with it, as I now enraculously come without introspeccourage you to do as well. Unfortution.

The saving grace of the inside of your head is that it is always
accessible, and provides limitless opportunities for self-exploration, yet
even in modernity we find ourselves
with ―no time to think‖. For a long
time after leaving the instruction on
the Theory of Knowledge, I maintained the belief that actions spoke
louder than words (and thoughts),
but now that I know thought‘s capabilities, I find the inside of my head
much more interesting than the outside of my bones. When we can
place more importance within ourselves than on our secular day-todays - or faith – we can find the time
we so desperately need to better
ourselves. However, we still live in
the real world, and as such we must
spend only a reasonable amount of
time inside, otherwise the cynicism
builds up too greatly, and we remain
stuck on our pedestals, glaring down
disapprovingly at everyone who cannot experience the way we are. Plus,
there‘s nothing I like more than a
well-timed sex joke.
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By Stephanie Snopek, Cariboo Advisor
The North Star: Also called Polaris, this star has been used by explorers in navigation throughout human history. It always indicates ―true
north‖ and is used to determine the viewer‘s latitude. Observers can
find Polaris fairly easily, as it is the brightest star in the little dipper.
This star is not visible in the southern hemisphere, so it can only be
used for navigation above the equator.
The Sun: The center of the Solar system, this giant star is comprised
of ~75% hydrogen, ~23% helium, and less than 2% heavier elements (including oxygen, carbon, neon, iron and others). It has a
diameter of 1,392,000km, approximately 109 times that of Earth.
The Sun has a life cycle and experts estimate it to be a little over 4
billion years old. According to the literature, in another 5 billion years
the Sun will enter a ―red giant‖ phase. This is when its outer layers
expand as the hydrogen fuel in its core is consumed and the core
contracts. Earth may or may not survive this transition, as it is close
enough to the Sun to potentially be sucked into it and destroyed.
Even if the Sun does not swallow the earth, the heat of it will increase to the point of boiling off all liquid on earth, which will end life
on earth. Luckily, we will not be around for that event.
If you are interested in a more visual experience, the H.R. Macmillan Space Centre is a great resource. It is open during the day Monday to Friday from 10 AM to 3 PM, Saturday to Sunday and holidays from 10 AM to 5 PM, and in the
evenings on Friday and Saturday for laser and light shows starting at 8:15pm.

By Jayne Spooner, Tec Advisor

ing has changed for them. The tropical zodiac which is
fixed to seasons, and which Western astrology adheres to,
As I‘m sure many of you have seen in the news
differs from the sidereal zodiac, which is fixed to constella(and in the ridiculous amounts of Facebook and Twitter
updates), there is a new zodiac sign in astrology. The new tions and is followed more in the East. This sidereal Eastern Zodiac is what has changed, not the tropical Western
sign, Ophiuchus (Oh-FEE-yew-kus) is the Serpent Bearer
one. In the tropical zodiac, the start of Aries is fixed to one
for those born from November 30th to December 17th.
equinox, and Libra the other.
According to myth, Ophiuchus became a healer who
"When we look at the astrology used in the Westlearned the secrets of keeping death at bay after observing
ern
world,
the seasonally based astrology has not
one serpent bringing another healing herbs. To prevent
changed,
was
never oriented to the constellations, and
the entire human race from becoming immortal under Asstands
as
…
has
been stated for two millenniums," Jeff
clepius' care, Zeus killed him with a bolt of lightning, but
Jawer,
astrologer
with Tarot.com, said. People who put
later placed his image in the heavens to honour his good
stock
in
astrology
can ask whether they should adhere to
works.
the
tropical
zodiac
or the sidereal zodiac. Jawer argues for
Why is he now a part of that last guilty-pleasure
the
tropical."Astrology
is geocentric. It relates life on Earth
section of our newspapers? Well, according to Minneapolis
to
the
Earth‘s
environment,
and seasons are the most draastronomy instructor Parke Kunkle, the Earth‘s ―wobble‖
matic
effect,
which
is
why
we
use the tropical zodiac.‖
has shifted the zodiac signs and made Ophiuchus part of
Whether
you
are
an
Aries
or a Gemini, there‘s no
the visible spread of astrology signs. But before astrology
need
to
fear.
The
tattoos
and
traits
aren‘t changing; there
fans scrape the ink from their arms because they think
are
just
a
few
more
stars
on
the
horizon
at night, and an
they're now a Virgo instead of a Libra, they should conoption
to
change
to
a
more
exotic
zodiac
system if you
sider this: if they adhered to the tropical zodiac - which, if
wish.
they're a Westerner, they probably did – absolutely noth-
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By Alex Ferrara, Ross Advisor

So… What is Valentine‘s day?

Singles Awareness Day
―I would celebrate Groundhog Day way before this lame day.‖
"Is it Valentine's Day again?" "Yes. Oh darn, I'm single. I don't get anything overpriced from my temporary lover."
The reason why so many people are born in December.
I used to adore Valentine‘s Day. The candy, the flowers, the cards! Couldn‘t get enough of it. Then, in my
first year I worked at a flower shop near campus. Valentine‘s Day is pretty much the biggest day of the year for
flower shops. All day long I helped cute guys pick things out for their girlfriends. My heart was full of warm fuzzies.
I finally got off work, and had a boy toy/boyfriend/that awkward thing you often have in first year that goes
unlabeled, that I was hoping to see when I got home. He had just gotten back from being out of town for two weeks
and I was thinking he might have planned something. I mean, I‘m not the kind of girl who expects things like that,
but after seeing romance all day I got my hopes up. Of course, he did absolutely nothing and didn‘t even bother to
acknowledge the holiday, sending a text saying he was going to bed before I got home. Normally that wouldn‘t have
shocked me, but this stupid dumb holiday put all these false beliefs about romance and love into my head. Wake up!
It‘s not real! Valentine‘s Day is a way for the company that manufactures those chalky hearts with the corny sayings
stamped on them to make money. Honestly, those candies are disgusting and taste like soap. Nobody would ever
buy them if it wasn‘t for Valentine‘s Day.
Don‘t let Valentine‘s Day get you down this year! If you are single and/or have a black heart, here are the
top four ways to ―celebrate‖ Valentine‘s Day:
Wear skulls and scowl at people who are smiling while they text on the bus making happy plans for
later.
Go out with friends. Look as hot as humanly possible. Drink one too many glasses of red wine and talk
about how much you hate the other sex.
Many other Valentine‘s Day haters organize fun events in residence. Texas Chainsaw Massacre and skull
cookie eating? Yes please!
Take your crazy Uncle Harry up on his offers to go hunting?
Sorry to those that I may have offended, but honestly, Valentine‘s Day is foolish. You can show affection ANYTIME in
a non-corny fashion. I‘m calling for a revolution. You down?
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By: Alex Reid, Hamber Advisor
The History: Why do couples and loved ones around the world celebrate their love for one another on
February 14th of every year? Well the historic reasoning behind the creation of Saint Valentines Day
is because a prosecution and execution of a man named Valentine. This day was created by
Pope Gelasius in commemoration of Valentine but was later deleted from the Roman calendar of Saints. There are several ideas behind why this day is associated with romance
and love, the most prominent being that, while in jail, Valentine sent the first version
of a Valentines card to the jailer‘s daughter whom he had befriended and healed.
The Modern Valentines Day: Paper Valentines became popular in England in
the early 19th century and started being created in factories. The cards started
to become more elaborate in the United States in the 1850s and soon became
a commercialized holiday. There are now approximately 1 billion Valentine
cards sent every year in the United States alone, with teachers being the people who receive the most Valentines.
What will you do this Valentines Day? Well, you could take the commercialized route and give in to buying extravagant cards, flowers, chocolates, and gifts
for a loved one, or you could find an original way to celebrate this holiday if you
so chose. Some alternatives to dinner at a restaurant and flowers could be an adventurous day trip with a romantic picnic and an attempt at their favorite song on the
guitar. Another creative option could be a scrapbook of favorite memories and quotes
from throughout your relationship. If you want to do the whole romantic dinner idea, perhaps go shopping together for all of the ingredients to make an extravagant meal together accompanied by your favorite comedy. This does not mean that Valentines Day is reserved for romantic
couples. This day can be a chance to assemble friends and family for a fun filled day of each other‘s company
and love.
Don‘t feel any pressure to celebrate this holiday at all. Many of us should realize that telling and expressing your
love for someone should be something that should be done all of the time; it should not just be reserved to one day
a year. Make sure to tell the special people in your life how much they mean to you as often as possible. This will
create an enriching, meaningful relationship. This does not mean that you have to be in a romantic relationship. Just
tell your friends and family how much they mean to you.
I wish you all the best this Valentines season. Happy shopping, cooking, creating, celebrating, or not celebrating.
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By Michelle Ah-Seng, Tweeds Advisor
Over the years, there has been much speculation
regarding the science behind attraction. Recent
studies have claimed to pinpoint the chemical responsible: the pheromone. Pheromones are often secreted through
sweat and it is the scent of our own B.O. that is said to subconsciously attract others.
Pheromones not only encourage a subconscious animalistic nature in human mating but also help dictate the winner of a competition. To put a few of Darwin‘s teachings in simpler terms: there must always be a winner and a
loser when there is a competition for a girl (or boy) and the winner tends to be predetermined by genetic information. It turns out that studies have discovered that the better your genes, the more symmetrical you are which
leads to a more attractive look, and, not surprisingly—a better smell.
But why do pheromones exist? For the sole reason to keep any population in nature going: the
animalistic behaviour of reproduction. Women might be intrigued to find out that although
men release hormones at all times, women tend to ―smell‖ better to men when they are
ovulating. In scientific terms: at a time when ―mating would be most likely to have a
fertile outcome‖. In layman‘s terms: when women are capable of having a child.
Now although this may help you attract men, we do not recommend that you parade around in your sweat – good hygiene is always advised.
And perhaps a spray of perfume. Or for men, a spray of cologne. If attraction is governed by pheromones, then why do we require additional scents?
Because studies have discovered that people find scent to be the most important sensory information in choosing a partner. Who knew? Happy smelling!

By Paula Zelaya Cervantes
Variety called it "McDonagh's least forgiving, bravest play‖. It won the 2004 Laurence Oliver award for Best New Play and the 2005 New York Drama Critics‘ Circle Award
for Best Foreign Play, and now, it is coming to UBC. Intricate, violent and dark, yet wickedly funny, The Pillowman is a play that delves into the issues of abuse, torture as well as freedom of speech; reality and fiction become entangled in this unflinching and entrancing tale.
Katurian, a writer in an unidentified authoritarian state, becomes the prime suspect of a series of child murders when the police notice similarities between his violent stories and the deaths they are investigating. The enactment of Katurian‘s stories and his interrogation by the police carries the audience through a raw and thoughtprovoking journey into Katurian‘s disturbing past, his relationship with his brother, and their connection to the murders. The Pillowman takes a look at violence, abuse and the influence of art in the modern world without trepidation.
Director Tanya Mathivanan brings together the talents of BFA Designer Diana Sepúlveda (set), MFA designer
Mandi Lau (lighting), BFA designer Christina Dao (costumes), choreographer Kat McLaughlin (Totem Resident!) and
the performances of Daniel Johnston, Amanda Marier, Nathan Shapiro and Dave Myers in this compelling production.
Stage Management by BA Theatre Honours student Belle Cheung.
The Pillowman runs from February 23rd to 26th in the UBC Dorothy Somerset Studios at 7:30pm. Tickets will be
sold at the door 30 minutes before the show.
Tickets may be reserved at productions@ubcplayersclub.com. Disclaimer: This play contains strong language
and disturbing subject matter; viewer discretion is advised.
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Golden
Globes,
Grammys,
and Oscars!

Oh My!
Sam Yellin
Tweedsmuir Basement and
1st Floor Advisor
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I

would like to thank
the Hollywood Foreign Press, my parents and my fish.
It‘s that time of year again.
It‘s the wonderful time
where celebrities strut their
stuff on the red carpet and
get criticized by everyone for
weeks following the event. It
seems that lately, the award
shows have grown to be
more about
what the people are wearing than the
work they
are doing!
Here:
I‘ll fill
you in on
some of the
―should-be winners‖ at
the upcoming shows.
Although enough has
already been said about the
rather uncouth performance
by Ricky Gervais at the
Golden Globes, I would very
much recommend you take a
gander at the YouTube video
of his opening monologue.
How he managed to offend
so many people in one short
monologue still astounds me.
The Social Network and Glee
were some notable winners
at that event, but enough
about that. The awards have
already been presented, so
predicting picks would be a
waste.
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On to the upcoming
award shows. First, the
Grammys:
Best New Artist: For
all of you who have been
struck with ―Bieber Fever‖,
this is the one to watch for.
He is nominated against:
Florence and the Machine,
Drake, Mumford & Sons and
Esperanza Spalding. While I
would love to see someone
like Mumford & Sons, Florence and the Machine or
Drake win, I would have to
say that my gut feeling is
that this one is going to ―the
Biebs‖.
FTW: Justin Bieber
(although it pains me to
say it…)
a

Album of the Year:
The nominees for this one
are: The Suburbs (Arcade
Fire), Recovery (Eminem),
Need You Now (Lady Antebellum), The Fame Monster
(Lady Gaga), and Teenage
Dream (Katy Perry). There is
substantial support
by many for all of
these. Many think
that this one will
go to Lady Antebellum, but I
am hoping for
an alternative outcome. If
wearing a
meat
dress
won‘t

rouse enough attention to take
this one home, I don‘t know
what will. Then again, is her
time running out on the top?
FTW: Lady Gaga or Katy
Perry

Now, I would like to thank the
the Oscars. Also, The King‘s
Academy of Motion Picture Arts Speech seems like a promising
and Sciences…
contender for one of the reSome nomination predictions for maining spots. Other movies
the Oscars:
sure to make an appearance:
Black Swan, 127 Hours, IncepBest Picture: (aka the
tion and Toy Story 3.
award that everyone watches
Best Pop Performance the Oscars for!) The Social Net- Looks like my hopes for big HP
by a Duo/Group with work is a shoe in for a nomina- wins this year are once again
squashed.
Vocals: This category is full tion, having won so many
of great nominees including Ma- awards already leading up to
roon 5, Paramore, Train, and
even includes the Glee Cast. As

The Grammy Awards air
a faithful Gleek (there, I said it),
live from the Staples
as much as I would love to see
Centre in Los Angeles on
them take this one home, Haley
February 13 at 8pm on
Williams‘ (of Paramore) voice is
CBS
just too much for me to avoid.
FTW: The Only Exception

The Academy Awards (or
(Paramore)
Oscars) air live on Feb-

Best Score Soundtrack: Here‘s where the

ruary 27 at 5pm on ABC.

blockbusters come in (giving a
taste of the upcoming Oscars
perhaps?). The nominees for
this category are Alice in Wonderland, Avatar, Inception,
Sherlock Holmes and Toy Story
3. All I can say is that I am glad
to see that The Social Network
did not make this short list. With
Hans Zimmer being nominated
for both Inception and Sherlock
Holmes, both two exceptional
films, there‘s a great chance
that he will take this one home.
Going off a totally non-filmscoring-mind, I would have to
say…
FTW: Inception (Hans
Zimmer)
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By K. Sophia O‘ Connor
The holidays have come and gone and so have some people‘s New Year‘s resolutions. February is the month to decide how determined you actually are to sticking to your nutrition and fitness goals of 2011. Keep the momentum of
January going and make these changes part of your new healthier lifestyle as opposed to being just a phase.
Whether you are running the trails through Spirit Park, walking with friends, playing intramurals or dropping into
yoga class, your post-workout snack is crucial. After exercising, glycogen stores and amino acids are depleted so
your body needs fuel to replenish these loses and repair muscle tissue.
Here is a list of 5 smart, low calorie protein and carb snacks that will replenish your energy post-workout.
Peanut Butter and Banana on Brown Rice Cakes:
Instead of using bread, choose brown rice cakes which not only offer extra fibre but
provide fewer empty carbs and calories. While peanut butter is not only delicious, it
provides the body with protein, essential to post-workout recovery. Including half a
banana will not only add some flavour, but because it is a high-glycemic carb, the
uptake will be rapid, kicking post-workout fatigue out the door.
Recommendations: 1/2 banana, 1 tbsp. peanut butter, and 2 brown rice cakes. 215
calories
Hummus and Whole Wheat Pita:
If you feel like something a bit more substantial, this is a great carb/protein option. Not only is this
snack easy to make, it is inexpensive and keeps well. Hummus is made from pureed chickpeas,
giving you both carbs and protein. The whole wheat pita will provide you with slow-release energy
that will keep you feeling fuelled long after you eat. To change it up, toast the pita and cut into
triangles to dip into the hummus or cut an opening into the pita and load the hummus in for a
snack on the run.
Recommendations: ¼ cup hummus, and 1 whole wheat pita. 275 calories
Protein Shake with Banana:
The most obvious choice of a post-workout snack is a protein shake. However, not all shakes are created equal and if you‘re not careful, you end up
consuming way more calories than you actually burned and some contain excess amounts of sugar, artificial flavours and other invaluable goods. The best
shake you can have, is one you make yourself. Skip all the side ingredients
and stick to the basics. A shake made from whey protein, half a banana and
water provides you with ample protein and carbs and is quick and easy to
make.
Recommendations: 2 scoops of whey protein powder, ½ banana, and 2 cups of water. 250 calories
Yogurt and Fruit:
Low-fat yogurt can provide you with nearly 15 grams of protein which will replenish the
amino acids depleted during your work-out. Fruit provides carbohydrates and add flavour to the mix. Try your favourite berries or slice up some mango, banana or even
grapes. Switching up the fruit and yogurt will give you a nice variety of flavours.
Recommendations: 1 8-ounce container of low-fat yogurt, and ½ cup of berries or
other fruit. 180 calories
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By Maddy Jones, Tec Advisor
Giving blood saves lives. Imagine your
friends and family, and how in a split second they
could be on the other side of your donation, receiving life-saving blood. Giving blood is easy and rewarding, not to mention you get as many cookies
and juice as you want after completing your donation.
Types of Donations:

-Whole Blood
-Plasma
-Platelets (They put the blood back in you,
so you don‘t feel as tired afterwards)

More information at www.blood.ca

Can‘t donate blood? There are many people
who cannot, but you can still make a difference.
At UBC there is a lab that accepts all types of blood,
and uses it to improve the ways that blood is transported and packaged. This is a crucial part of the
system, and allows for a larger portion of the blood
to be given to others, and not wasted on testing.
Give blood for research at the netCAD facility near
the UBC campus in Vancouver.
For more information on donating for research, please call 604-221-5515.
Make a day of it! Make sure you eat plenty
and are well hydrated. Don‘t drink coffee, tea or pop
the day of, as they will also dehydrate you.
Interested? There will be a blood drive in
March for Vanier residents. Sign up and make a difference! Save lives, eat cookies… sounds good to
me!
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Springtime
in

VANCOUVER
By Ricky Tsang, KU Advisor
As we move towards spring, let us take a moment to appreciate the fact that the rainy season is now behind us sort of (actually, not really). Regardless, the arrival of
slightly more favourable (and enjoyable) weather opens
the door to a plethora of activities and attractions in and
around Vancouver – a city that‘s, well…Spectacular by Nature (a shameless plug for Tourism Vancouver).

Lynn Canyon
Park: The perfect
place to take a hike
or go for a refreshing swim in one of
the ‗famous‘ swimming holes on site.

Note: this is a tough
one to get to without
away from the stresses of school and enjoy ample amounts of
a vehicle; transit
fresh powder housed in these scenic hills! (If you decide on Whis- times are lengthy.
tler, consider staying at the UBC Lodge as it offers great rates for
students).
Granville Island (Public Market): Characterized by a col-

Grouse Mountain/Cypress/Whistler-Blackcomb: Get

ourful assortment of stalls and unique, local food items (produce),

Science World (Telus World of Science): Offers a pleth- the ‗Market‘ is an excellent place to spend a Sunday morning/
ora (plethora count = 2) of hands-on and interactive activities for afternoon. Indulge in delectable munchies – fresh from the ocean,
children, teenagers and adults alike. Play piano with your feet,
freeze your shadow on the wall and learn how everything, yes,
everything works! Isn‘t science fantastic? Be sure to check out
MindBall if you choose
to visit.

Stanley Park: Take

a moment to reconnect
with Mother Nature located in the heart of
Downtown Vancouver,
Stanley Park features
trees, horses, gardens
and more! Take a stroll,
bike or rollerblade along the scenic SeaWall!

farm, oven or grill!

Grouse Grind (THE Stairmaster): Need a challenge? How
about an opportunity to work off that Freshman Fifteen? Well,
then the Grouse Grind is perfect for you! A 2.9 km trail that runs
up the face of Grouse Mountain, the ‗Grind‘ offers a spectacular
view of Vancouver and a sense of accomplishment to those who
manage to complete it (not to mention tremendous amounts of
pain). Once you get to the top, reward yourself with copious
amounts of food – or not.

Gastown: A district unlike

any other in Vancouver.
Take the time to appreciate
the historic charm and charisma of this area characterized by its unique restaurants and street-side shops.
See if you can find the
steam-clock. Note: Its only

a short walk from Waterfront Station (on the Canada Line).
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February Horoscopes
By Jayne Spooner, Tec Advisor
Aries (March 24-April 19): New opportunities are on the
horizon and change is in the wind. Embrace it all: the joys,
challenges, and people that will come into your life will help
you grow.
Taurus (April 20- May 20): Luck is heading your way;
don‘t be afraid of risks this month as most circumstances
will bend in your favour. Maintain some caution though and
be realistic-- luck can only get you so far.
Gemini (May 21- June 20): Your relationships with other
people will be vital in your life this month. A friend or college may offer you a new position or help you with a project and potentially take you to amazing new heights-make sure you thank them!
Cancer (June 21-July 22): Do what you love this month
and the rest will follow. Follow your passions and dreams
and don‘t waste time on unnecessary endeavours. Life‘s
too short to not do what makes you happy.
Leo (July 23-Aug 22): Spend time pampering yourself
this month. It may sound selfish, but you are the main
character in your life: you have to make sure you‘re in the
right story. Do some soul-searching and learn something
new about yourself; it will help greatly in the long run.

Happy Birthday
Aquarius and Pisces!
A bit about your signs…
Aquarius: People born under Aquarius are usually
known for their strong and idealistic character traits.
They are recognized especially for their confidence,
creativity, love of adventure, and honesty. Great
―people-persons‖, they love being in the company of
others and are very warm and kind.

Famous Aquarius: John Travolta, Oprah Winfrey,
Mozart, Wayne Gretzky

Pisces: Pisces are very sensitive and have the ability
to read others well. When they have a hunch, you
may want to go with it, as they are very intuitive.
They have a great ability to empathise with others
and are themselves pleasant and easy going people.
They are also very creative and artistic people, with
wonderful imaginations.

Famous Pisces: Johnny Cash, Bon Jovi, Eva Longoria

Capricorn (Dec 22- Jan 19): Work hard and be diligent
this month: the rewards will be ten-fold your efforts. A little
sacrifice won‘t hurt, and the sense of self-accomplishment
will be certainly worth it.

Virgo (Aug 23-Sept 22): Focus on your needs rather
than your wants this month. Don‘t give into excess and live Aquarius (Jan 20- Feb 18): Many aspects of your life
simply—you‘ll find new appreciation for your life and dishave the potential to change this month. Instead of resistcover what really is of value.
ing them or freaking out, embrace and utilize these
changes to the best of your ability. Take them in stride as
Libra (Sept 23- Oct 22): Break out of your routine this
challenges; change can allow you to discover astonishing
month. Walk a different way to class, try studying off cam- things about both yourself and life.
pus, join a new club. Some freshness in your life will bring
renewed vitality and spice into your life.
Pisces (Feb 19- March 20): Organization is essential for
success this month. Set a list of goals and hopes you have
Scorpio (Oct 23-Nov 21): Dedicate your energy into a
for this month and strategically plan the best methods to
few select activities and events this month and give them
achieve them. A good plan makes the most impossible
110% effort. You‘ll be amazed at your own abilities and
things feasible.
what you are able to create. You‘ll be a huge benefit to
the people around you.
And just for kicks….Ophiuchus: This sign has already
made a big bang with a lot of the astrology world. If your
Sagittarius (Nov 22- Dec 21): Focus and plan for the
name begins with K, your slithery self will be especially
long term future this month. Explore potential career goals,
lucky in world domination. For the rest of you, continue
talk to people who hold jobs that interest you, and pinpoint
riding the wave of excitement this new sign has given; unyour passions. Scary as it is to think about change somefortunately it‘ll be gone before you know it.
times, university is essentially training for the rest of your
life; don‘t forget that it‘s not permanent!
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Unit
Story Lett

Standings for
Residence and
Fraternities

Place Vanier
Mawdsley
Okanagan
Mack
Korea House
Sherwd Lett
Cariboo
Ross
Totem Park
Shuswap
Haida
Kwak
Nootka

Comp.

Part.

Total
Points

812

614

2,246

2,860

32
96
0
0
32
32
32
512

160
44
104
0
0
0
0
1,224

128
44
8
0
0
0
0
524

64
96
96
96
64
32
32
1,954

192
140
104
96
64
32
32
2,478

32
96
64
32

32
0
32
0

0
0
0
0

128
96
96
64

128
96
96
64

Corec

Women

1,343

705

0
0
0
96
32
0
0
742
64
0
0
32

Points
Men

Overall Leaders
Alpha Gamma
Delta
Medicine
Beta Theta Pi
Alpha Delta Phi

1,241

2,064

0

1,701

1,604

3,305

1,416

514

1,140

1,164

1,906

3,070

930

0

2,099

1,447

1,582

3,029

665

0

2,093

1,360

1,398

2,758

Summer Employment Opportunity

Each year we look for enthusiastic people who enjoy teamwork, and an opportunity to work for the University of
British Columbia. Now is the time to get your resume in for a Summer Job with the Student Housing and Hospitality Services. We provide the one day of training between April 16 and April 30, and you must be available from
May 1 to August 31 inclusive. These are Housekeeping Positions, which involve cleaning guest rooms and student
residences. If you are hired, you will need a social insurance number. If you are interested apply online at:
http://www.hr.ubc.ca/careers before the deadline on February 20th. This Job Posting will run from January 31st to
February 6th and February 14th to February 20th inclusive. You must apply online between these dates to be considered for one of the Housekeeping Positions!

Missed Connections for the February Issue
―Ate dinner with you and couldn‘t take my eyes off you
blonde haired, brown eyed beauty.‖
―Your shoe fell off just outside Vanier. It was a stiletto and
I found it. We are meant to be. You, the ocean, and me.‖
―You wrote your number on a table in Shrum for me. Was
it a joke or do you actually want me to call you?
―I‘ve given up on you for now. When you‘re tired of her
give me a call.‖
―Your mullet is so AWESOME- love you much.‖

